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Montréal Search

Using trivago’s hotel search, you can sift 
through over 1.3 million hotels, from  
200+ booking sites and hotel chains in  
190+ countries, all at once. Founded in 2005, 
trivago currently operates on 55 live  
international platforms in 33 languages.

At trivago, we are focused on empowering 
millions of travelers every month to find their 
ideal hotel at the lowest rate, by offering 
total transparency of the online hotel market.

Our team, made up of 1100+ creative and 
focused minds from all corners of the globe, 
works tirelessly to build a hotel search that is 
straightforward, transparent, and unbiased. 



“Our development has been real, organic 
and imperfect. A big part of who we 
are is derived from our culture, which 
has helped us succeed collectively as a 
group as much as individuals. It is built 
upon values that we identify with, such 
as trust and authenticity – which  
translate directly into the products we 
create. trivago brings people together 
from 50+ nations to collaborate in one 
place. In turn creating an atmosphere, 
which empowers and inspires us to 
exchange information more openly, act 
quickly and keep learning. Our  
philosophy is that in a world of constant 
change, the only sustainable competitive 
advantage is the pace of our learning.”

Rolf Schrömgens
Founder, Managing Director

Who We Are
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Empowering
people to 
get more 
out of life

We live for the ‘aha’ moments. We are driven 
by passion. We are focused on building  
consumer-centric products, which make the 
world more transparent, more unbiased, more 
fair, and more individual. Whether we are 
helping you to find your ideal hotel,  
developing an app or someone’s career, we 
put great importance on creating a company 
that empowers everyone to get more  
out of life.
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hotelmanager-blog.trivago.comwww.trivago.com/hotelmanager

room5.trivago.com

www.trivago.ca

company.trivago.com/mobile

Our Pride & Joy

No matter what we develop at trivago, our focus, first and foremost, is our users. That’s why 
we’re always innovating—to create simple, smart, efficient, test-driven products that are as  
trustworthy as they are transparent. We build all of our systems internally from the ground-up,  
so we know exactly what they are made of, and how to develop them to be even better.

Hotel Search

Hotel Manager

Room 5

Hotelier Blog

Mobile Apps
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Montréal Search

How trivago.ca Works

Enter Destination

Filter

Find Your 
Ideal Hotel

Compare 
Prices

Book

Forward 
to OTA
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www.trivago.ca

Our Hotel Search

Simple, unbiased, 
transparent search 
experience

Comparison of 1.3 million+ hotels from 200+ 
booking sites in 190+ countries worldwide

100+ Comprehensive filtering options,
from room size to WiFi to pet friendly

Price comparison

Group + Family bookings

Mark your favorites for later 

Unbiased ratings based on aggregated 
results from over 175 million sources
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55 Markets
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Our approach at trivago is to move the industry forward, and fast. 
We look for smart and pragmatic solutions, which are not only 
data-driven and AB tested, but can be consistently improved upon 
as we learn.

300+
Terabytes
250+
Gigabytes
Data from 
55 platforms

of travel information stored

produced daily
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With over a trillion different ways to crunch 
4 million daily hotel searches, our BI team 
has a LOT of data to offer. From forecasting 
inbound and outbound travel, to local and 
international travel trends, or the best value 
global destinations, we’re always using our 
data to track what’s happening around the 
world. Other data is more focused on traveller 
behaviour and preference. We can even see 
how tourism fluctuates before, during, and 
after a big event. Most of the time we work on 
a request basis, however we do actively send 
out our most interesting data – either way, all 
we ask in return is some heartfelt recognition. 
So if you’re looking for specific data, let us 
know. 

Looking for 
data on Canadian 
traveller behavior? 
Our Business 
Intelligence 
team has got 
you covered.
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trivago Rating Index (tRI)

With over 175 million ratings gathered from all over the web, we’ve crafted 
a comprehensive, fair and reliable index of hotel ratings — the trivago Rating 
Index (tRI). 

We use a clever little algorithm to aggregate them, which provides a 
dependable and impartial score – whether a hotel has 20 reviews or 2,000. 
Based on a tried-and-tested mathematical approach, our index is unbiased, 
clear and transparent. With daily updates, our aim is to continuously develop 
the most up-to-date rating index for hotels available.

http://www.trivago.com/static/rating-index

Data Release Example
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Our Reputation Ranking is an annual list, showcasing 
the cities that have hotels with the finest reputations. 
Our trivago.ca Reputation Ranking Index finds the 
most reputable places to stay around the world, 
based on their collective hotel ratings. Using over 175 
million ratings gathered from our tRI, we’ve crafted a 
comprehensive, transparent, unbiased index for hotel 
ratings. Cities with over 50 hotels, and more than 500 
reviews per hotel, were taken into account. We consider 
100% as a perfect score, because how much more 
perfect can hotels in a city get?

trivago Reputation Ranking

Media Kit
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 Claude Paradis . Public Relations  Canada . claude.paradis@trivago.com  

T: +49 (0)211 54065 171 . F +49 (0)211 54065 115 

trivago GmbH . Bennigsen-Platz 1 . 40474 Dusseldorf, Germany . www.trivago.ca 

Contact: 

 

Address: 

trivago Ranking: Cities with Best Hotel 
Reputation Worldwide 

 

 
Hotel comparison website trivago.ca presents its 2015 Reputation Ranking, to reveal the 
cities with the best online hotel reputation worldwide. Based on over 140 million user 
ratings aggregated from over 30 booking sites, these are the destinations with the best 
rated hotels – including one of Canada’s most popular cities ranking in the top 20 list, and 
four additional Canadian destinations making it in the top 100.   
 

 
20 Cities with the Most Reputable Hotels 

 
As seen below, the city of Sanya leads this year’s Reputation Raking with a score of 
86.94/100, an impressively higher rate than Hanoi who follows next on the list. While Asia 
claimed gold and silver, European accommodation is greatly noticed for its quality this year 
– almost half of all destinations in the Top 20 are located in Europe.  Ranking 18th overall, 
Canada is well-represented by Québec-City, with an average hotel rating of 83.24/100.  

 
Rank  Destination  Rating (/100) 

1 Sanya, China 86.94 
2 Hanoi, Vietnam 84.76 
3 Sorrento, Italy 84.70 
4 Fès, Morocco 84.64 
5 Suzhou, China 84.54 
6 Cuzco, Peru 84.43 

Local Reputation  
Ranking Example
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Video

Introduction to trivago’s Hotel Price Index

Tracking price fluctuations and accommodation trends, our trivago Hotel Price Index (tHPI) is not 
only incredibly extensive, it’s pretty handy too. Released monthly, it forecasts the average hotel 
prices (for a standard double room) in major cities worldwide. Every day, over four million hotel 
search queries, and over a billion hotel offers, are stored by trivago. This makes our tHPI not only 
especially comprehensive, but the only international hotel index on the market able to provide 
an accurate overview of monthly accommodation rates worldwide.

Because we are big on sharing, (and keeping things fair) our tHPI is free to the media and acts as 
a leading resource for journalists searching for average hotel prices worldwide.

trivago Hotel Price Index 
(tHPI)

Local tHPI Example
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Hot Spots

Local Love

51

Notes

Hotel?
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Hotel Price ComparisonCalgary

Jody Robbins, jodyrobbins.com

01 
Explore Studio Bell, home of 
the National Music Centre, to 
discover the past, present & 
future of Canadian music.

02 
Ride WinSport’s Olympic 
bobsled track & feel the wind 
whistle through your helmet.

03
Take in a live show at any of 
the 14 venues along Calgary’s 
Music Mile.

“It’s ideal to visit Calgary in the 
summer, but the city truly comes alive 
in July during the Calgary Stampede. 
The greatest outdoor show on earth 
is an epic party the entire city gets 
behind.”

Calgary 
Alberta

Budget:
Residence Inn Calgary 
Airport

Luxury:
Le Germain Hotel Calgary
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D
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More insider tips available via 
Tourism Calgary.

Budget: December Most Popular: August

Average Price Range $110 to $180
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Hotel?

Hot Spots

Notes
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Local Love

52

Hotel Price Comparison

Montréal
Québec

01
Wander down 
Sherbrooke’s 
historic Golden 
Square Mile to the 
Montréal Museum 
of Fine Arts.

03
Explore charm-
ing Old Montréal 
(Vieux Montréal) 
& don’t miss the 
famous Notre-Dame 
Basilica.

“Nothing 
compares to 
Montréal when 
the summer peaks. 
Festival offerings 
are unparalleled…
all these renowned 
events taking 
place in the same 
season makes it 
the ideal 
destination 
for everyone.”

02
Hike up to Saint 
Joseph’s Oratory 
of Mont-Royal, 
Canada’s largest 
church.

Hugo Leclerc, Manager – Media & Leisure, 
tourisme-montreal.org

Budget:
Bed & Breakfast Du 
Village – BBV 

Luxury:
The Ritz-Carlton Montréal 

C
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D
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Average Price Range $110 to $175

Montréal

Budget: January Most Popular: July

More insider tips available 
via Tourisme Montréal.
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Our trivago Travel Advice Calendar may just be our coolest story yet. It gives you an 
overview of the general hotel price month by month for some of the world’s most  
popular destinations. We show you the best times to travel to a destination, so that 
you’re able to get the most out of your travel budget.

We illustrated hotel prices on a chart to make the prices clearer and easier to 
understand, and worked with local experts to give the inside scoop on 30 of North 
America’s Most Popular Destinations.

trivago Travel Advice  
Calendar (TAC)

Travel Advice Calendar
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Top Hotels & Destinations 

Our Top Hotel and Destinations releases highlight the 
best of the best. These are the destinations that capture 
that quintessential feeling – this is what daydreams are 
made of.

Local Top Hotel Release ExampleLocal Top Destination Release Example
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The trivago Awards

Every year we like to recognize the Canadian hoteliers 
delivering an exceptional experience, the kind of stays 
that their guests rave about. We do this by analyzing 
guest reviews which make up each property’s trivago 
Rating Index (tRI) score. Chosen for their outstanding 
service, reputation for excellence, and performance, the 
trivago Awards recognize the best-rated properties in 
Canada in four different categories; 5-Star, 4-Star, 3-Star, 
and Alternative Accommodation.

http://company.trivago.ca/press-release/trivagoawards2017/
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room5.trivago.com

Web Visit Room5 and see for yourself!

We love hotels, and we also love inspiring 
every kind of traveler for their next vacation 
experience. This is why we created Room5; 
for travelers who want to get more out of 
their hotel stay. Offering exclusive insider tips 
not found anywhere else, we’re all about the 
details. From signature hotel cocktails, to the 
most beautiful hotel gardens, we’ll hunt down 
the essentials that make each hotel unique.

Powered by trivago, Room5 works with our 
internal data, hotel experts, travel  
influencers and industry tastemakers to  
pinpoint the most unique features and  
amenities that these hotels have to offer.  
Combine our insights with insider  
knowledge, expert contributions and a great 
editorial team – and you’ve got Room5.

Room5 wants to hear your opinions,  
questions, comments and feedback, and we’d 
be happy to hear from you! Feel free to get in 
touch via our comments section or any of our 
social media channels.

Room5: 
Travel Inspiration  
& Hotel Deals

Never Miss  
a Post
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www.instagram.com/trivago

Join our community of more 
then 3.5 million travelers!
Bon Voyage!

Social Media
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Inside trivago

We want where we work to be a reflection of our culture and our values, 
which is what we see as the main drivers behind our success. We want to 
create an inspiring, open, collaborative atmosphere, which brings everyone 
together.

30+ sports 
activities and 
80+  
academies 
per year
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호텔? 트리바고

Logos & Images

trivago-office-photos

Product-Imagery

Logos-Icons
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Mail

Mail

Get in  
Contact,  
We’d Love  
to Hear  
From You!

Communications Canada
Jayda.Fogel@trivago.com

Media Relations – French Canada
Alexandra.Lato@trivago.com 
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